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Abstract This study investigates growth processes of raindrops and the role of recirculation of raindrops
for the formation of precipitation in shallow cumulus. Two related cases of fields of lightly precipitating shal-
low cumulus are simulated using Large-Eddy Simulation combined with a Lagrangian drop model for rain-
drop growth and a cloud tracking algorithm. Statistics from the Lagrangian drop model yield that most
raindrops leave the cloud laterally and then evaporate in the subsaturated cloud environmental air. Only
1%–3% of the raindrops contribute to surface precipitation. Among this subsample of raindrops that con-
tribute to surface precipitation, two growth regimes are identified: those raindrops that are dominated by
accretional growth from cloud water, and those raindrops that are dominated by selfcollection among rain-
drops. The mean cloud properties alone are not decisive for the growth of an individual raindrop but the
in-cloud variability is crucial. Recirculation of raindrops is found to be common in shallow cumulus, espe-
cially for those raindrops that contribute to surface precipitation. The fraction of surface precipitation that is
attributed to recirculating raindrops differs from cloud to cloud but can be larger than 50%. This implies
that simple conceptual models of raindrop growth that neglect the effect of recirculation disregard a sub-
stantial portion of raindrop growth in shallow cumulus.
1. Introduction
Despite the small amount of precipitation produced by shallow cumulus, its precipitation and especially the
evaporation of precipitation are known to influence the boundary layer structure, e.g., by the formation of
cold pools, which are important for the organization of shallow cumulus [Jensen et al., 2000; Seifert and
Heus, 2013]. To represent those effects adequately, an appropriate representation of rain microphysical
processes is essential. Bulk microphysics parameterization, especially when applied to models with coarse
resolution, are known to encounter biases if they do not account for subgrid-scale variability [Pincus and
Klein, 2000; Chosson et al., 2014]. In addition to the subgrid-scale variability of the bulk fields, the microphys-
ical process rates also depend on the raindrop size distribution (RSD) and therefore on the growth history of
individual raindrops. Depending on the complexity of the raindrops’ growth histories, the development of
the RSD is difficult to parameterize from local variables (in space and time). In this study, we aim to investi-
gate the growth history of raindrops after the initial cloud droplet phase, and the role of recirculation for
the formation of precipitation.
In the last decades, most microphysical process studies for warm rain formation have focused on the broad-
ening of the cloud droplet size distribution and on the condensation-coalescence bottleneck of cloud drop-
let growth, the so-called size gap, which describes the (lack of) growth of cloud droplets in a size range of
10–30 mm in radius, where neither condensation nor collision-coalescence is thought to be very effective
[Simpson, 1941; Langmuir, 1948]. There is emerging agreement that small-scale turbulence does not
enhance condensational growth of cloud droplets significantly but that the onset of precipitation is acceler-
ated through small-scale turbulence by enhancing collision rates of cloud droplets (for reviews on this topic
see, e.g., Vaillancourt and Yau [2000], Shaw [2003], and Grabowski and Wang [2013]). Small-scale turbulence
is also essential for large-eddy hopping, i.e., it allows cloud droplets to move from one large eddy to
another. Due to large-eddy hopping, cloud droplets originally located in the vicinity of a single point experi-
ence different condensational growth histories, which broadens the observed droplet size distribution
[Cooper, 1989; Lasher-Trapp et al., 2005; Bewley and Lasher-Trapp, 2011; Devenish et al., 2012; Grabowski and
Wang, 2013].
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As opposed to cloud droplet growth, rain-
drop growth beyond the size gap has
attracted far less attention, and the role of
small-scale turbulence and large-eddy hop-
ping for the growth history of drizzle drops
and raindrops is less clear. For stratocumulus,
the in-cloud residence time of raindrops is
found to be decisive for whether raindrops
reach the subcloud layer and subsequently
also the surface [Stevens et al., 1996; Feingold
et al., 1996; Kogan, 2006]. Using Lagrangian
parcels, Pinsky et al. [2008] and Magaritz et al.
[2009] argue that a certain fraction of par-
cels, which exceed a threshold in liquid
water content, is needed to trigger drizzle
and that mixing plays an important role in
this process [Magaritz-Ronen et al., 2014,
2016]. Using an idealized single cloud setup,
Cooper et al. [2013] find that also for cumu-
lus, raindrop embryos need favorable cloud
water conditions to significantly contribute to precipitation. To trigger precipitation, only a small fraction of
raindrops has to be statistically fortunate enough to experience such beneficial conditions [Telford, 1955;
Kostinski and Shaw, 2005].
To investigate the growth history of raindrops and the role of recirculation in this process, a Lagrangian par-
ticle framework has clear advantages over a Eulerian approach because particle trajectory information is
generated and can be analyzed. Lagrangian approaches of different complexity have been used, e.g., in
combination with direct numerical simulation to study the growth of cloud droplets near the stratocumulus
top (A. de Lozar and L. M€ußle, Long-resident droplets at the stratocumulus top, submitted to Journal Atmos-
pheric Chemistry and Physics, 2016) or to analyze the role of recirculation in the context of ice particle growth
and hail formation [e.g., Browning, 1964; Browning and Foote, 1976; Knight, 1990]. In a recent study, Yang
et al. [2015] use Lagrangian ice particle tracking to show that ice particles in mixed-phase stratiform clouds
can be trapped in large-eddy structures, recirculate, and hence experience long lifetimes.
In this paper, we study the growth history of raindrops in a field of shallow cumulus clouds using a Lagran-
gian drop (LD) model. In particular, we ask two questions: which microphysical processes are important in
the growth history of raindrops that finally reach the ground? And: what is the role of recirculation of rain-
drops for the formation of precipitation (Figure 1)? To investigate these questions, we combine Eulerian
Large-Eddy Simulation (LES) of a field of shallow cumulus with the LD model for raindrop growth described
by Naumann and Seifert [2015]. By additionally applying a cloud tracking algorithm on the LES fields, the
LD’s trajectories are also analyzed in the context of the temporal development of the cloud entity they orig-
inate from.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: in section 2, we describe the model setup. In section 3, we
characterize the behavior of raindrops in a field of shallow cumulus analyzing cloud field statistics and LD
statistics. Then in section 4, we discuss the growth mechanisms of raindrops focusing first on accretion and
selfcollection, and then on the role of recirculation. Finally, in section 5, we conclude our results.
2. Model Setup
2.1. Large-Eddy Simulation
We use the University of California, Los Angeles LES (UCLA-LES) [Stevens et al., 2005; Stevens, 2007] with a
third-order Runge-Kutta time stepping scheme. Prognostic equations are solved for the three components
of the velocity, the total water mixing ratio, the liquid water potential temperature, the mass mixing ratio of
rainwater, and the mass-specific number of raindrops. Warm cloud and rain microphysical processes are
parameterized by the two-moment bulk microphysics scheme of Seifert and Beheng [2001] with a diagnostic
Figure 1. Possible trajectories of raindrops in a shallow cumulus cloud.
Raindrops typically emerge near cloud top but their subsequent growth
history is less well known. Do raindrops fall straight through the cloud
toward the surface or do some of them recirculate in the cloud layer?
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shape parameter [Seifert, 2008] and a fixed cloud droplet number density. We adjusted the density correc-
tion exponent in the terminal fall velocity to 0.35 to better fit the behavior of small raindrops. Subgrid-scale
fluxes are modeled with the Smagorinsky-Lilly model.
2.2. Lagrangian Drop Model
The LD model simulates raindrop growth on a particle-based level after the initial formation of drizzle drops.
Details of the LD model and its sensitivity to different model parameters can be found in Naumann and Sei-
fert [2015]. The methodology is closely related to the superdroplet method [Shima et al., 2009; Andrejczuk
et al., 2010; Riechelmann et al., 2012], but focuses solely on the raindrop phase. Each LD represents a multi-
plicity of real raindrops with the same properties, i.e., the same grid box coordinates, size, and velocity. The
LD model does not replace the bulk rain microphysics scheme, instead it is one-way coupled with the Euler-
ian LES fields.
The LDs are initialized proportional to the autoconversion rate of the bulk microphysics scheme [Naumann
and Seifert, 2015, section 3.1 therein]. All relevant microphysical processes are included so that the mass of
an LD evolves according to the environmental fields of the Eulerian LES: LDs grow due to accretion of bulk
cloud water (equation (7) therein) and due to selfcollection among the LDs (equations (8)–(13) therein). LDs
evaporate and therefore shrink in undersaturated air (equation (6) therein). The momentum equation for
each LD includes dynamical effects such as sedimentation and inertia, and a contribution from the parame-
terized subgrid-scale fluid velocity (equations (1) and (2) therein). Naumann and Seifert [2015] show that the
uncertainty of the LD model is much smaller than the uncertainty caused by the choice of the shape param-
eter in a two-moment bulk rain microphysics scheme.
To analyze the LDs’ trajectories and their growth histories, all LDs have a unique identification number and
their properties are saved to output files every 15 s. The process of selfcollection, i.e., the collision-
coalescence of pairs of LDs, introduces some ambiguity in the history of individual LDs. After each
selfcollection event, one of the two LDs that coalesce decreases in multiplicity but retains its mass [Nau-
mann and Seifert, 2015, equations (8)–(11) therein]. Obviously, this LD keeps its trajectory and its growth his-
tory also after the selfcollection event. The second LD retains its multiplicity but gains mass from the first
LD, i.e., after the selfcollection event, this growing LD consists of its original mass plus the mass of the first
LD. Therefore, it is not per se clear what the history of this growing LD is. In the LD model, we choose to
keep the history of the growing LD in analog to keeping the history of the first LD. Because usually the origi-
nal mass of the growing LD is larger than the contribution from the first LD, this means that usually the his-
tory of an LD is chosen such that it represents the larger fraction of its mass. However, the opposite case
may occur too.
In general, other ways to attribute an LD’s history after a selfcollection event are possible. For instance, one
may attribute the history of that LD that contributes the larger fraction of the new mass to the growing LD.
This would imply that sometimes after the selfcollection event the original history of the growing LD is dis-
carded and that both LDs then have the same history. Another possibility might be to calculate an average
history of the two original LDs, possibly weighted by their contribution to the growing mass. However, it is
not clear what kind of an average history would be meaningful.
2.3. Cloud Tracking
To be able to attribute an LD to a particular cloud and to analyze the temporal development of individual
clouds, the cloud tracking of Heus and Seifert [2013] is applied to the LES fields. The algorithm tracks cloudy
areas in (horizontal) space and time using a cloud liquid water path threshold of 5 g/m2. A cloud splitting
algorithm is necessary to distinguish cloudy objects that are connected in cloud liquid water path at a given
time, but that have individual cores and largely keep their own properties. For the splitting, cores are
defined as columns where the maximum in-cloud virtual potential temperature excess is larger than 0.5 K,
and a region growing algorithm is used to allocate a cloudy area to a core. In this study, cloudy areas that
have a cloud core are called active clouds. An active cloud can be both a single core cloud or a part of a mul-
ticore cloud system. Cloudy regions that have no cloud core are called passive clouds or remnants as in
Heus and Seifert [2013].
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2.4. Case Setup
We use two variants of a case study of shallow cumulus over the ocean (Rain in shallow cumulus over the
ocean, RICO) [see Rauber et al., 2007]. The initial data and the large-scale forcing for the standard RICO simu-
lations are described by van Zanten et al. [2011]. A modified moister version, which differs from the stand-
ard setup only by a moister initial profile, is described by Stevens and Seifert [2008]. The moister simulation
produces more surface precipitation and, as will be shown in section 4.1, LD growth by selfcollection plays
a more pronounced role than for the standard RICO simulation.
To simulate a field of shallow cumulus clouds with a sufficient sample of individual clouds, we use a domain
size of 12.82 km2. Such a field of shallow cumulus clouds allows us to investigate possible interactions
between individual clouds and gives robust statistics in terms of the variability of individual clouds. For
both the standard and the moist RICO simulation, the domain height is 3.2 km and the grid spacing is 25 m
in all three spatial directions. The time step is 1 s. After a spin-up time of 7 h for the Eulerian LES, both simu-
lations are run for 4 h including the LD model.
We choose an initial multiplicity of 5 3 108, i.e., at initialization, each LD represents 5 3 108 real raindrops.
Over the course of the simulations, this in total results in 3.9 3 106 LDs for the standard RICO simulation
and 10.1 3 106 LDs for the moist RICO simulation. Note that although the number of LDs is fairly large, the
multiplicity is also large, i.e., we sample only a very small fraction of the real raindrops. For individual shal-
low cumulus, Naumann and Seifert [2015, p. 1139 therein] show that statistical properties such as the surface
precipitation rate or the slope of the RSD are not sensitive to changes in the initial multiplicitiy in the order
of magnitude used here.
3. Characterization of Raindrops in a Field of Shallow Cumulus
3.1. Cloud Field Statistics
In terms of cloud field properties, the moist RICO simulation is characterized by a higher cloud cover, a
higher cloud liquid water path, and a higher rainwater path than the standard RICO simulation (Table 1).
Consequently, also the surface precipitation rate is higher for the moist RICO simulation than for the stand-
ard RICO simulation although the absolute values are low for both simulations.
For both simulations, the results of the bulk rain microphysics scheme compare relatively well with the LD
model and the largest differences are found for the surface precipitation rate. For the moist RICO simulation,
the surface precipitation rate is slightly lower for the bulk rain microphysics scheme than for the LD model
(0.0003 mm/d, Table 1). Although the total surface precipitation rate is lower for the standard RICO simula-
tion, the difference between the bulk rain microphysics scheme and the LD model is larger (0.0004 mm/d).
For both simulations, the onset of surface precipitation events is abrupter in the LD model than in the bulk
rain microphysics scheme (not shown). This abrupter onset is attributed to a broader RSD for the LDs in the
mature state of the cloud’s lifecycle, i.e., to more numerous large raindrops that have a high fall speeds and
therefore reach the surface earlier. A detailed comparison of the bulk rain microphysics scheme with the LD
model for the same case setup but on a smaller domain is given in Naumann and Seifert [2016]. In the fol-
lowing, we will discuss rainwater properties only as they are simulated with the LD model. Cloud water
properties including the autoconversion rate are not simulated with the LD model and will therefore be dis-
cussed as they are simulated with the Eulerian model, i.e., the bulk microphysics scheme. Cloud field statis-
tics are obtained from the cloud tracking.
For the standard RICO simulation, 520 active clouds are tracked in the course of the 4 h simulation exclud-
ing those clouds that already exist at the beginning of the simulation and those that still exist at the end of
Table 1. Characteristic Properties of the Cloud Field for the Standard RICO Simulation and the Moist RICO Simulationa
C (%) LWP (g/m2) hbase (m) wmax (m/s) RWPLD (g/m
2) Rbulk (mm/d) RLD (mm/d)
standard RICO 15 11.3 600 7.4 0.8 0.0002 0.0006
moist RICO 20 19.6 600 7.5 4.0 0.0029 0.0032
aC, cloud cover; LWP, cloud liquid water path; hbase, cloud base height; wmax, maximum vertical velocity; RWPLD, rainwater path from
the LD model; Rbulk, surface precipitation rate from bulk microphysics; RLD, surface precipitation rate from LD model. All values are aver-
aged over 4 h simulation time.
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the simulation. Of those 520 clouds only 10 clouds produce surface precipitation. For the moist RICO simula-
tion, there are overall fewer active clouds (308) of which more (23) produce surface precipitation. In particu-
lar, the small clouds are more numerous in the standard RICO simulation while there are slightly more of
the largest clouds in the moist RICO simulation. For both simulations, only the largest clouds, which are also
the ones that live longest and where most of the LDs originate from, produce surface precipitation (Figures
2a–2c). The average lifetime of an active cloud is 16 min for the standard RICO simulation and 15 min for
the moist RICO simulation. Those short-lived clouds do not have enough time for a significant broadening
of the cloud droplet size distribution. Therefore, their autoconversion rate remains low and no surface pre-
cipitation is produced. In contrast, the subset of those clouds that produce surface precipitation live dis-
tinctly longer, on average 62 min in the standard RICO simulation and 48 min in the moist RICO simulation.
As expected, the largest clouds gain the highest rainwater mass through autoconversion, mau, and produce
the highest amount of surface precipitation, although the spread is found to be surprisingly large (Figures
2d and 2g). This means that the mean cloud volume is a first indicator of the accumulated autoconversion
rate of cloud water to rainwater during a cloud’s lifetime, and that the accumulated autoconversion rate is a
first indicator of the surface precipitation, but both do not determine the surface precipitation fully. Despite
mau also the relative contribution of accretion compared to autoconversion (maccr/mau, Figures 2e and 2h)
and the efficiency of a cloud to produce surface precipitation from rainwater (surface precipitation/
(mau1maccr), Figures 2f and 2i) increase with increasing cloud volume and increasing surface precipitation.
Note that the precipitation efficiency shown in Figures 2f and 2i differs from the usual definition of the pre-
cipitation efficiency (i.e., the surface precipitation normalized by the time-integrated total condensate) [e.g.,
Sui et al., 2007; Seifert and Stevens, 2010].
For those clouds that do not produce surface precipitation, the rainwater mass gained through accretion is
mostly smaller than the rainwater mass gained through autoconversion. Only for those clouds that produce
surface precipitation, maccr/mau increases rapidly (Figure 2e). This confirms the increasing importance of
accretion over autoconversion as precipitation rates increase, which has also been found, e.g., by Gerber
et al. [2008], Stevens and Seifert [2008], and Feingold et al. [2013].
3.2. Lagrangian Drop Trajectory
A sample trajectory of an LD originating from the cloud that precipitates most in the moist RICO simulation
and some properties of that cloud are shown in Figure 3. The LD originates near cloud top (at 158 min)
where most raindrops form. After an initial ascent inside the cloud during which the LD’s diameter
increases, the LD is leaving the cloud near cloud top (at 164 min) and descends in the cloud environment,
where some of its mass evaporates. Then, the LD reenters the cloud again (at 169 min), experiences a sec-
ond updraft phase and a second period of growth. During this second period, the overall cloud volume and
the cloud average cloud liquid water path start to decrease, while the average rainwater path of the pro-
jected cloud area increases. After a second height maximum, the LD leaves the cloud again well above
cloud base (at 180 min) and some of its mass is evaporated while the LD is falling toward the subcloud layer
and finally to the surface.
For the sample trajectory, the second updraft phase is essential for the overall growth of the LD and the
simplified, conceptual picture of a raindrop that originates near cloud top, and then falls straight through
the cloud and to the ground, is not valid in this case. We will show in the following that such an LD trajec-
tory as outlined above with several height maxima and a last in-cloud height well above cloud base is typi-
cal in our simulations at least for a large portion of those raindrops that reach the surface.
3.3. Lagrangian Drop Statistics
While for the bulk rain microphysics scheme, physical processes such as sedimentation, evaporation, accre-
tion, and selfcollection are parameterized in terms of an assumed RSD, in the LD model, those processes
only depend on the individual LD’s velocity and size, and its environmental conditions [Naumann and Sei-
fert, 2015]. In the following, we will analyze the growth history of the LDs focusing on growth mechanisms
that enable raindrops to reach the surface by comparing those LDs that reach the surface with those that
evaporate before.
Most of the simulated LDs have a maximum diameter of less than 500 mm during their lifetime (Figure 4a) and
evaporate completely when they leave the cloud. Only 1.2% of the LDs from the standard RICO simulation and
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3.1% from the moist RICO simulation become so large that they reach the surface before evaporating completely.
All LDs with a maximum diameter larger than 600 lm in the standard RICO simulations and with a diameter larger
than 640 lm in the moist RICO simulation contribute to surface precipitation. Because the number of LDs is
decreasing rapidly with increasing diameter, for both simulations most of the surface precipitation mass originates
Figure 2. Cloud properties. All statistics are calculated only for active clouds and only for those LDs that are associated with exactly one active cloud. Shown are histograms (a) for the
mean cloud volume, (b) for the cloud lifetime, and (c) for the number of LDs per cloud, and scatterplots (d–f) for the mean cloud volume and (g–i) for the amount of surface precipitation
per cloud as a function of (d, g) the rainwater mass gained through autoconversion, mau, (e, h) the relative contribution of accretion to autoconversion, maccr/mau, and (f, i) the efficiency
of a cloud to produce surface precipitation from rainwater, surface precipitation/(mau1maccr). Note the logarithmic size binning in Figures 2a–2c.
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from rather small LDs with a diameter of less than 1.5 mm (72% of the surface precipitation mass for the standard
RICO simulation, 74% for the moist RICO simulation, Figure 4d).
Somewhat counterintuitively, it is not the LDs with the longest lifetime that grow largest (Figure 4b, also Fig-
ures 7a and 7b). Only a few of the LDs live as long as 1 h, and most of the LDs have a lifetime of less than 10
min. Those that eventually contribute to surface precipitation mostly reach the surface about 20 min after
their initialization. In general, a raindrop can grow the larger the longer it lives, but large raindrops also sedi-
ment faster than smaller raindrops, which prevents a long lifetime because the large raindrops reach the sur-
face faster. Although the in-cloud residence time determines the time an LD can grow by accretion, also the
in-cloud residence time is not a sufficient criterion for the largest LDs (Figure 4c) due to vastly different cloud
water contents within a cloud. Note that the LD’s lifetime and in-cloud residence time represent the raindrop
phase only, i.e., it excludes a prior cloud droplet lifetime, which is not simulated with the LD model.
Compared to the average lifetime of a cloud that produces surface precipitation (50–60 min; Figure 2b), the
average lifetime and in-cloud residence time of an LD that contributes to surface precipitation is distinctly
shorter (20 min in Figure 4e and 15 min in Figure 4f, respectively). This difference is at least partly explained
by the time that is needed for the broadening of the cloud droplet size distribution in the bulk microphysics
scheme before the onset of autoconversion, i.e., the formation of raindrops.
The histograms of the LD’s maximum diameter, its lifetime, and its in-cloud residence time are similar for
the standard RICO simulation and the moist RICO simulation but some difference can be found in the
details (Figure 4): for the moist RICO simulation, the surface precipitation is contributed from LDs with an
average lifetime and an average in-cloud lifetime that is about 1 min shorter than for the standard RICO
simulation (Figures 4e and 4f). We hypothesize that these small differences are related to a small shift in the
relative importance of accretion and selfcollection, which we discuss in the following section.
4. Raindrop Growth
4.1. Accretion and Selfcollection
The mass gain of a raindrop by accretion can be quantified by [Naumann and Seifert, 2015, equation (7)
therein]
Figure 3. Sample trajectory of an LD that originates from the cloud that precipitates most in the moist RICO simulation. In addition, prop-
erties of that cloud are shown.
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Assuming that an LD is growing only by accretion and is not evaporating, its mass evolution can be
described as a function of the cloud liquid water mixing ratio, qc, along the LD’s trajectory. To derive an ana-
lytical expression for the LD’s mass gain by accretion, we approximate the collision-coalescence efficiency,
Ec, by unity, the air density, qa, by the air density at a typical height for a raindrop, qa,c5 1.0 kg/m
3 (at about
2000 m), the maximum dimension of the drop, rmax, by its mass equivalent radius, r, i.e., the radius of the
mass equivalent perfect sphere, and the difference between the LD velocity and the ambient flow velocity,
j~vd2~vaj, by the LD’s terminal fall velocity, vt. For small raindrops with 40 lm< r< 600 lm, an approxima-
tion of the terminal fall velocity is vt5 kvr, where kv5 8 3 10
3 s21 [Rogers and Yau, 1989] (based on the







Furthermore, r is related to the LD’s mass, m, by r35 3/(4pqw)m, where qw is the liquid water density. Inte-







r01raccr5r0 exp ðkrQc;LDÞ (4)
where raccr is the increase in LD radius due to accretion, m053:9310210 kg is the mean initial mass of an




kv56:0 s21 and kr5 13 km. The integral cloud water along the LD’s trajectory, Qc,LD, has been
discussed by Feingold et al. [2013] as a precipitation-controlling parameter and is defined as
Figure 4. Histograms of LD properties (top row) in terms of the number of LDs and (bottom row) in terms of their contribution to surface precipitation mass.
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where qc is integrated over the lifetime of the LD from t0 to t1 and~x is the LD’s position.
In Figure 5, the LDs’ mass gain by accretion is shown as a function of Qc,LD together with the relation from
equation (3). For small Qc,LD, the LD growth is slightly smaller than the analytical relation. This overestima-
tion by the analytical relation is (at least partly) caused by the assumed dependence of vt on r, which over-
estimates vt slightly for small raindrops. Overall, Qc,LD is a good measure for the LD’s mass gain through
accretion. Consistently, for the standard and the moist RICO simulation, all LDs that experience a large
Qc,LD> 20 g/kg min eventually contribute to surface precipitation (Figures 6a and 6d).
In addition to accretion, an LD’s mass also grows by selfcollection. The growth rate by selfcollection is inde-
pendent of the cloud water content but depends on the LD’s properties and on the number density of LDs
in the vicinity of that LD. The probability of selfcollection for an LD pair is proportional to the square of the
sum of the LDs’ radii and to the velocity difference of the LDs [Naumann and Seifert, 2015, equation (13)
therein]. Whether two LDs, that have a certain probability to collide, do collide in the LD model is deter-
mined by Monte-Carlo sampling. Therefore, for a population of LDs, the growth rate by selfcollection
depends on the drop size and the number density of the LDs. However, whether (and how much) a single
LD grows by selfcollection also depends on a random number process and therefore on luck. This depend-
ence on luck is in line with our understanding of a real single raindrop’s growth.
Normalizing the LD growth through accretion by the maximum mass of the LD during its lifetime, two
groups are found for those LDs that contribute to surface precipitation (Figures 6b and 6e): the first group
of LDs with values around one gains mass mainly through accretion. The normalized LD growth through
accretion can be larger than one if some of the LD’s mass is evaporated before new mass is gained again
through accretion. The second group with values close to zero dominantly grows from selfcollection. The
accretion-dominated LDs and the selfcollection-dominated LDs seem to contribute about the same amount
to the overall surface rain mass for the moist RICO simulation. For the standard RICO simulation, a slight
shift to the accretion-dominated LDs can be found. If the maximum mass is small, the initial mass contrib-
utes a large portion to the maximum mass. Because most of the LDs have such a small maximum mass, this
explains the relatively broad maximum at low values when all LDs are considered.
For most of those LDs that contribute to surface precipitation, growth predominantly takes place in updraft
regions (Figures 6c and 6f). In a cloud, liquid water forms in the updraft region and therefore growth
through accretion is effective there. However, there is a second peak that contributes to surface precipita-
tion, where LDs only gain a small fraction of their mass in updraft conditions. Here the individual LDs mostly
grow from selfcollection.
Figure 5. Raindrop mass growth by accretion: PDF of ln maccr=m011ð Þ as a function of the integral cloud water, Qc,LD. The solid line shows the relation from equation (3).
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The two branches found for the LD lifetime and the integral cloud water for the standard RICO simulation
are also associated with the two growth regimes (Figures 7a and 7c). For pure accretional growth, the maxi-
mum diameter increases with integral cloud water. Because selfcollection is independent of the integral
cloud water, a second branch with low integral cloud water is found for all LD sizes. A corresponding two-
branch behavior can be found for the LD’s lifetime. If selfcollection becomes more important for the growth
rate, the LD’s lifetime can be distinctly reduced. For the moist RICO simulation, the two branches cannot be
found and the integral cloud water displays the increasing importance of selfcollection compared to the
standard RICO simulation (Figures 7b and 7d).
Having identified the two growth regimes from an individual LD’s perspective, we now focus on the relative
importance of accretion and selfcollection for the development of the whole RSD. For a given RSD, the
change in the mean raindrop mass, m5qr=nr , can be characterized by the change in rainwater mixing ratio,




















































where the second equality is obtained by using the parameterization for accretion and selfcollection from
Seifert and Beheng [2001]. The universal function /accr provides a considerable contribution only for very
small s5 12 qc/(qc1 qr). With that parameterization, the ratio, fm , of the mean raindrops mass gain through
Figure 6. Histograms of LD properties (top row) in terms of the number of LDs and (bottom row) in terms of their contribution to surface precipitation mass.
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accretion to the mean raindrop mass gain through selfcollection can be expressed as the ratio of the cloud










Figure 8 shows the temporal development of the cloud mean values of qc and qr for those two clouds that pro-
duce most surface precipitation in the standard and the moist RICO simulation. For both clouds, qc increases
rapidly when the cloud is forming. Then, as autoconversion and accretion set in, qr increases at the expense of
qc. At the end of a cloud’s lifecycle, both qc and qr decrease and the cloud disappears. For the cloud from the
standard RICO simulation, qr is always smaller than qc, i.e., fm is always >1. For the moist RICO cloud for about 5
min, fm < 1, i.e., qr> qc (compare with Figure 3c). Although local values at an LD’s positionmay deviate substan-
tially from cloud mean values and selfcollection may also take place outside the cloud, this confirms the more
important role of selfcollection in the moist RICO simulation compared to the standard simulation.
4.2. The Role of Recirculation
After discussing the microphysical processes of raindrop growth in the previous section, we now focus on the
dynamical aspects of a raindrop’s lifecycle. Similar to the LD trajectory shown in Figure 3, many of the LDs and in
particular those LDs that eventually reach the surface are found to recirculate in the cloud layer, i.e., many LDs do
Figure 7. PDFs of the lifetime and of the integral cloud water as a function of the maximum diameter. The solid line in Figures 7c and 7d shows the relation of equation (4), i.e., how the
maximum diameter relates to the integral cloud water if solely accretion was considered.
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not fall straight toward the surface
but leave and reenter a cloud,
and experience several height
maxima during their lifetime. To
analyze the recirculation of an LD
in a quantitative way, we formu-
late two definitions of recircula-
tion, one highlighting the
horizontal displacement of an LD
and one highlighting the vertical
displacement of an LD:
Cloud-Edge Recirculation. An LD
is recirculating if during its life-
time it is undergoing the con-
secutive events of being
outside the cloud, having a
height maximum within the
cloud and being outside the
cloud again.
200-m Recirculation. An LD is
recirculating if during its lifetime
it is undergoing consecutive peri-
ods of descent and ascent, each
time achieving a height differ-
ence of at least 200 m.
The two definitions of recirculation do not exclude each other and one LD may undergo several recirculations
of each type during its lifetime. For the first definition, the criterium of a height maximum within the cloud is
chosen to exclude events where an LD just falls through a low level cloud fringe or wiggles back and forth on a
cloud border. For the second definition, the threshold of 200 m for the minimum height difference is chosen
because a threshold should be reasonably small to include most recirculations but at the same time should be
considerably larger than the vertical grid spacing of 25 m. For the LD in Figure 3, these definitions yield one
cloud-edge recirculation and one 200-m recirculation, both referring to the height maximum between 170 and
180 min.
In addition, we define updraft hopping:
Updraft Hopping. An LD is hopping between updrafts if during its lifetime it is found inside two different
active clouds, i.e., during its lifetime, an LD is switching from the cloudy area that is attributed to one cloud
core to the cloudy area that is attributed to another cloud core.
The two active clouds an LD is found in might be single clouds or parts of a multicore cloud system. Defin-
ing updraft hopping as switching between cloud cores instead of clouds would be an even more restrictive
conditions, which is not applied here.
For both definitions of recirculation, we
find that considering all LDs the major-
ity of LDs does not recirculate (Table 2)
and that the percentage of LDs that
recirculate is decreasing steadily with
increasing number of recirculations at
a very similar rate for the standard and
the moist RICO simulation (Figures 9a
and 9b). In contrast, for the subsample
of those LDs that eventually reach the
Figure 8. Ratio fm according to equation (9) as a function of qc and qr (labeled lines).
Cloud mean values of qc and qr are shown for two selected clouds: those two clouds that
form the most surface precipitation in the standard RICO simulation and in the moist RICO
simulation. The temporal resolution for the mean cloud values is 1 min and the temporal
development is in clockwise direction for both clouds.
Table 2. Percentage of LDs that Recirculate or Hop Between Updrafts at Least
Oncea
All LDs sfc prcp LDs
% RICO Simulation Standard Moist Standard Moist
Cloud-edge recirculation 13 16 66 47
200-m recirculation 3 4 38 22
Updraft hopping 2 2 1 1
asfc prcp LDs—surface precipitating LDs, i.e., considering only those LDs
that eventually contribute to surface precipitation.
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surface and for the cloud-edge recirculation, about as many LDs do not recirculate as recirculate at least
once (Figure 9a). For both RICO simulations, those LDs that experience at least one cloud-edge recirculation
contribute more to the surface rain mass than those that do not recirculate, though the difference is larger
for the standard RICO simulation (Figure 9d). For the 200-m recirculation, the statistics are similar, albeit
high numbers of recirculation are less common (Figure 9b). For the moist RICO simulation, LDs that do not
experience a 200-m recirculation contribute more mass to surface precipitation than those that recirculate
once or more often (Figure 9e). The precise numbers differ depending on the definition of recirculation but
overall we find that recirculation of raindrops is common in shallow cumulus, especially for those LDs that
contribute to surface precipitation.
Applying the cloud tracking, we find that most of the LDs stay in the cloudy updraft region they originate from
and do not hop between updrafts, regardless if they contribute to surface precipitation or evaporate before
they reach the surface (Table 2 and Figure 9c). This also holds in terms of surface precipitation mass, i.e., those
few LDs that make it to a second cloud do not contribute distinctly to the surface precipitation (Figure 9f).
The dynamical aspects of an LD’s trajectory can be further characterized by relating the LD’s position and
flow properties to the cloud it originates from. During a cloud-edge recirculation event, the LDs depart from
the cloud. For most of the LDs, the mean distance to the cloud-edge during a cloud-edge recirculation
event is less than 50 m for the period that the LD is outside the cloud (Figure 10a). The portion of LDs is
decreasing rapidly with increasing mean distance to the cloud-edge. Nevertheless, LDs with mean distances
up to 200 m contribute to surface precipitation (Figure 10c).
While most of the LDs originate near cloud top between 2000 and 2500 m, the last in-cloud height for most
of the LDs is only a couple of hundred meters lower (Figure 10b). For the subset of LDs that eventually con-
tribute to surface precipitation, the last in-cloud height is typically about 1000 m below their initial height,
around 1000 m for the standard RICO simulation and around 1400 m for the moist RICO simulation (Figure
10d). Only few LDs leave the cloud through cloud base, which for both simulations is at 600 m and increases
for individual clouds toward the end of their lifetime when the cloud dissipates (e.g., Figure 3a).
Figure 9. Histograms of LD properties (top row) in terms of the number of LDs and (bottom row) in terms of their contribution to surface precipitation mass.
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That most LDs leave the cloud laterally and that a portion of them is able to reenter the cloud suggest that
the LD motion is not bound to the cloud structure. The notion of an LD that resides in a cloud-core updraft
like in an elevator and ascends and descends as the core is pulsating in strength is therefore not a reasona-
ble explanation of the observed LD recirculation. The vertical velocity of the sample LD trajectory (intro-
duced in Figure 3) is clearly more variable in time than the in-cloud vertical velocity averaged either over
the cloud area or over the core area (Figure 11). Also, the vertical velocity of the sample LD trajectory does
not agree well with the tendencies, the maxima, or the minima of these averaged velocities (Figure 11). The
recirculation of LDs is therefore not directly related to the pulsating growth of the cloud as a whole [Heus
et al., 2009]. For both RICO simulations, the LD diameter increases with increasing in-cloud TKE along the LD
Figure 10. Histograms of LD properties (top row) in terms of the number of LDs and (bottom row) in terms of their contribution to surface
precipitation mass.
Figure 11. Vertical velocities for the sample trajectory in Figure 3. Shown are the LD’s vertical velocity, wd, the vertical flow velocity at the
LD’s position, wa, and the column average in-cloud vertical velocity, w, averaged over the cloud area or the core area.
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trajectory (Figure 12). This suggests that the LDs are able to switch between different updraft structures on
the subcloud scale, and that it is not the mean cloud properties alone that determine the raindrops growth
but that the in-cloud variability is crucial.
Finding that recirculation is common, it is interesting to analyze how much of the surface precipitation a cloud
is producing is actually contributed from those LDs that recirculate and howmuch those LDs grow during recir-
culation. To approach these questions, we estimate an upper bound and a lower bound of the surface precipita-
tion contributed by recirculating LDs and compare it to the total precipitation. To estimate an upper bound, we
sum the contribution to surface precipitation from that subsample of LDs that recirculate. However, those LDs
that recirculate may be large enough to contribute to surface precipitation already before the (first) recirculation
event sets in. To estimate a lower bound, we therefore subtract from the upper bound estimate the mass of
those LDs that recirculate at the moment when they reach the last height minimum before the recirculation
event. This lower estimate is not strictly the lowest bound because without a recirculation a raindrop could still
grow while falling further through the cloud if the height minimum is inside a cloud. We expect this growth
effect to be very small because the descent before the recirculation is often outside the cloud (Figure 9) and
because as the last in-cloud height is rarely close to cloud base the potential growth path is short (Figure 10). In
addition, evaporation in the cloud environmental air and in the subcloud layer, which is not considered in the
estimate, decreases the LD’s mass rather than increasing it.
Using those estimates for the upper and the lower bound, we find that the difference between the upper and
lower bound for most clouds is much smaller than the difference between different clouds (Figure 13). For the
cloud-edge recirculation, the contribution of the recirculating LDs to the surface precipitation is slightly higher
than for the 200-m recirculation, which is reasonable because the cloud-edge recirculation is more frequent. For
both definitions of recirculation and especially for the moist RICO simulation, the surface precipitation amount
per cloud is the higher, the higher the contribution of the recirculating LDs is. For the most precipitating clouds,
the LDs that recirculate can contribute more than 50% to the total surface precipitation (Figure 13d). For the
whole cloud field, the contribution of recirculating LDs to the overall surface precipitation rate is dominated by
those clouds that produce the highest amount of surface precipitation (Figures 13a and 13b): for the standard
RICO simulation, the contribution of the recirculating raindrops to the total surface precipitation is 72% for the
cloud-edge recirculation and 54% for the 200-m recirculation; for the moist RICO simulation, it is 53% for the
cloud-edge recirculation and 31% for the 200-m recirculation. This implies that coarse resolution models that do
not resolve those eddies that cause recirculation of raindrops omit a relevant process of rain formation in shal-
low cumulus. The importance of recirculation and small eddies are a possible explanation for the slow conver-
gence of LES for precipitating shallow convection found byMatheou et al. [2011].
Comparing both RICO simulations, the contribution of recirculating LDs to the total surface precipitation is
smaller for the moist RICO simulation (Figures 13c and 13d), which is characterized by a higher mean
Figure 12. PDFs of the in-cloud resolved TKE along the LD’s trajectory as a function of the maximum diameter.
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surface precipitation rate than the standard RICO simulation (Table 1). This is somewhat surprising because,
as discussed above, the contribution of recirculating LDs to the total surface precipitating per cloud is
increasing with increasing surface precipitation per cloud. We speculate that the smaller contribution for
the moist RICO simulation is related to the larger relative contribution of selfcollection compared to accre-
tion for the moist RICO simulation and the slightly longer LD lifetime for the standard RICO case.
For a parameterization of the effect of recirculation, a relation of the contribution of the recirculating rain-
drops to some model parameter is needed. We find no hint for such a relation for the spatial extent of the
cloud, e.g., for the cloud height or the cloud volume, which might be related to the rather small cloud
height differences in the simulations. But the contribution of the recirculating raindrops to the overall pre-
cipitation roughly increases with increasing cloud lifetime and with increasing maximum of the column
average in-cloud vertical velocity for the moist RICO simulation (not shown). For the standard RICO
Figure 13. Total surface precipitation per cloud and relative contribution of recirculating LDs to the total precipitation per cloud. Triangle top down: upper bound, i.e., contribution to
surface precipitation only by those LDs that recirculate. Triangle top up: lower bound, i.e., surface precipitation by those LDs that recirculate minus the mass of those LDs that recirculate
at their height minimum before the recirculation.
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simulation, these relations are less clear. The development of a parameterization that takes into account the
effect of recirculation needs further investigation but a relation to cloud lifetime or to cloud updraft
strength seems to be a useful starting point.
5. Conclusions
In this study, growth histories of raindrops in lightly precipitating shallow cumulus fields are investigated.
Two related cases of fields of shallow cumulus are simulated using an LES combined with an LD model for
raindrop growth and a cloud tracking algorithm. Overall, 1.4 3 107 LDs are simulated and more than 800
clouds are tracked of which 33 produce surface precipitation. We find that a first estimate of the amount of
surface precipitation per cloud can be inferred from the accumulated autoconversion rate during a cloud’s
lifetime but the accumulated autoconversion rate does not determine the surface precipitation fully.
Instead, we find considerable spread among individual clouds.
In our simulations, 1%–3% of the LDs but all of those with a maximum diameter larger than 640 lm reach
the ground as surface precipitation. Most of the LDs have a lifetime of less than 10 min. The subsample of
those LDs that contribute to surface precipitation live considerably longer, on average about 20 min. The
largest LDs do not have the longest lifetime or longest in-cloud residence time because larger raindrops
sediment faster and therefore also reach the ground faster.
Two processes determine raindrop growth: accretion of bulk cloud water and selfcollection among rain-
drops. For the standard RICO simulation, the two regimes can be clearly identified: in the first regime,
growth is dominated by accretional growth and the size of the LDs is closely related to the integral cloud
water along their trajectory. In the second regime, selfcollection has a more important role, the size of the
LDs is independent of the integral cloud water and the LDs have a shorter lifetime compared to the accre-
tional growth regime.
We find that raindrop trajectories in shallow cumulus can be quite complex. The LDs typically leave the
cloud well above cloud base, and a substantial part especially of those LDs that contribute to surface precip-
itation leave and then reenter the same cloud for an additional updraft period. Accordingly, those trajecto-
ries often feature several height maxima, and the LD properties are less influenced by cloud-mean
properties but the in-cloud variability is crucial. Because LDs with very different growth histories can be
located in close vicinity, the diversity of LD trajectories contributes to RSD broadening.
The fraction of surface precipitation that can be attributed to recirculating LDs is variable from cloud to cloud
but seems to increase with increasing surface precipitation amount and can be larger than 50% per cloud. This
implies that the traditional, conceptual picture of a raindrop that originates near cloud top, that then gains mass
while it falls straight through the cloud without any recirculation and that finally leaves the cloud at cloud base
falling further to the ground, is too simplified especially for those raindrops that eventually contribute to surface
precipitation. Highly idealized one-dimensional models of rain formation that neglect the recirculation of rain-
drops and models with coarse resolution that do not resolve those eddies that cause recirculation of raindrops
therefore omit a relevant process that contributes distinctly to surface precipitation.
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